CES2020 | LEGRAND ANNOUNCES THE ENHANCEMENT OF ITS HOTEL ROOM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OFFERING “UX TOUCH”, COMPATIBLE WITH PARTNER SOLUTIONS MYSMARTJARVIS AND ROOMCHECKING

Paris, January 7, 2020 - Legrand, global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructure, announces at CES2020 the enhancement of its UX Touch offering, a hotel room management system allowing hotel managers to let their clients enjoy an experience incorporating different services. This offer is now compatible with two partner solutions: mySmartJarvis and RoomChecking.

Legrand strengthens its position in the hospitality sector with UX Touch

With its international network and outreach, Legrand supplies integrated solutions for all types of commercial and industrial buildings, with years of experience addressing the specific requirements of hotels.

“Hospitality is a very important sector for Legrand, as illustrated by our regular partnerships with specialized actors, startups and large groups. We recently announced the acquisition of Jobo Smartech, Chinese leader in connected hotel room management system (lights, temperature, etc.). This specialist complements Legrand’s offering in the dynamic hospitality sector in China. At CES 2020, we are embarking two partner startups making it possible to bring more user value to our clients in this sector,” stated Benoit Coquart, CEO of Legrand.

Legrand has developed a comprehensive offering: from basic standard functions such as the piloting of electrical equipment to functions with embedded intelligence, such as tier services offered to clients, with the goal of addressing the growing automation needs of hotel operators through the use of a range of technologies.

The UX Touch offer is Legrand’s latest solution to date. Already available internationally (excluding North and Central America), this hotel room control system enables operators to offer guests a connected experience. Combining design and technology, this piloting solution allows for easy control of room temperature, lights and roller shutters, as well as badge-operated locks and customizable scenarios.

UX Touch, compatible with partner solutions mySmartJarvis and RoomChecking

In connection with this offering, Legrand has forged two partnerships with French startups:

- mySmartJarvis is an AI-based butler called Jarvis which links all connected solutions (lighting, heating, music, etc.), in particular Legrand’s solutions, as well as all services offered by the hotel (booking an Uber, room service, theatre tickets or express check-out). Jarvis will make the link between a Legrand UX Touch thermostat and the Daikin air conditioning with tablet or voice control. Thanks to its intelligence, Jarvis learns from guests’ behavior in their rooms. As a result the room is already in their preferred configuration even before they arrive: light, temperature, Netflix account, etc.

- RoomChecking is a communication and productivity solution for hotel teams. The platform is built on state-of-the-art mobile apps and brings together housekeeping, maintenance and communication. When connected to Legrand’s UX Touch range, the RoomChecking solution provides hotel teams with useful information on the life of the hotel (temperature, lighting, etc.). RoomChecking is present in over 500 hotels worldwide.
For more information on this offering and the two partnerships, please find below the link towards Legrand’s press release.

**Click here to download the press release and images**

Attending CES? If you wish to find out more about Legrand’s participation at the CES and our partnerships, feel free to visit our booth: Sands Expo, Halls A-D – 42737 (click here to view the map).
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**ABOUT LEGRAND**

Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of solutions for commercial, industrial and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers worldwide. Drawing on an approach that involves all teams and stakeholders, Legrand is pursuing its strategy of profitable and sustainable growth driven by acquisitions and innovation, with a steady flow of new offerings—including Eliot* connected products with enhanced value in use. Legrand reported sales of close to €6 billion in 2018. The company is listed on Euronext Paris and is notably a component stock of the CAC 40 index.  
(code ISIN FR0010307819)

https://www.legrandgroup.com

*Eliot is a program launched in 2015 by Legrand to speed up deployment of the Internet of Things in its offering. A result of the Group’s innovation strategy, Eliot aims to develop connected and interoperable solutions that deliver lasting benefits to private individual users and professionals.  
https://www.legrandgroup.com/en/group/eliot-legrands-connected-objects-program